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ON THE REPRESENTATION OF QUANTITIES WITH MULTI-TOUCH
AT THE 'MATH-TABLET'
Daniel Walter 
Abstract
This paper presents a study, which investigated students’ methods of using a tabletapplication called ‘Math Tablet’. Fifteen students were interviewed, with a focus on
those who predominantly solve addition problems through counting strategies. The aim
of the investigation was to explore if, and how, students make use of the multi-touch
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potential while representing quantities on the ‘Math Tablet’. Descriptive data analyses
show that many learners already use multi-touch to display quantities after short
introductory phases. However, it became also clear that some children need targeted
impulses, so that they utilise the potential fully. The use of the fingers as a primary
hands-on material seems to be more important than the mere use of multi-touch, since
the software is to be classified as a secondary hands-on material. Finally, it could also
be shown that the child's methods of use can be influenced negatively by some
technically evoked difficulties. Accordingly, it becomes clear that the promising
potential of the multi-touch technology is not automatically exhausted, but rather
appropriate mathematical-oriented accompaniment is necessary.
Keywords: multi-touch, digital media, representation of quantities

Introduction
Since the development of touch-enabled mobile devices started, the discussion
about the use of digital media in learning mathematics has been further stimulated.
Particularly for the initial arithmetics lessons, the possibility of controlling tablet
computers by multi-touch offers new opportunities for representing quantities.
However, from a mathematical didactic perspective, little is known about whether
and how children access the potentials of digital media in general (e.g. MoyerPackenham et al., 2015) and the potential of multi-touch technology when using
tablet apps in particular (e.g. Ladel and Kortenkamp, 2011). In order to contribute
to the closure of this research gap, this article describes empirical findings that
provide insights into the use and the thoughts of children when using an app that
can be controlled by multi-touch.
This article is structured as follows: In Section 2, the theoretical background to
the research work is presented. The focus is both on the description of basic
differences between touch-control and traditional use of the mouse and keyboard,
as well as the presentation of selected research findings on the use of multi-touch
in mathematics teaching and learning. Section 3 contains a description of the
research questions and the design of the empirical investigation. Subsequently,
the corresponding findings are presented in Section 4. To conclude, the findings
are summarized and discussed (Section 5).
Theoretical background
Software can be controlled either traditionally with mouse and keyboard or touchenabled devices. Intervention studies suggest that when students use software on
touch-enabled devices can lead to greater learning outcomes than when using
structurally comparable software which is controlled by mouse and keyboard (e.g.
Paek, Hoffman and Black, 2013; Segal, 2011). A possible explanation for this
result is that learners can perform their actions on touch-enabled devices directly
on virtual objects. An indirect transmission of the action via the mouse is no longer
necessary. The mouse as mediator is absence. While tablet computers require only
reliable two-dimensional hand-eye coordination, the operation of a computer is
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associated with the ‚difficulty of the triple coordination’, since, in addition to eye
and hand, the mouse pointer must also be observed on the screen: A place entirely
different from the hand (e.g. Ladel, 2016). This can evoke a greater cognitive load
than when working with touch apps (Segal, 2011).
In addition to this basic difference between the two operating variants, the central
mathematical-didactical difference is the possibility to control tablets with
multiple fingers. In international literature, multi-touch technology is given great
potential to support children in the acquisition of basic mathematical concepts
and, in particular, in the representation of quantities (e.g. Baccaglini-Frank and
Maracci, 2015; Ladel and Kortenkamp, 2011; Sinclair and Baccaglini-Frank,
2016). Objects can not only be exclusively produced individually, as it is often the
case when working with traditional software, which is operated with a mouse and
keyboard. Multi-touch technology also allows students to add multiple objects
simultaneously using multiple fingers on the touch screen. Children are thus given
the opportunity to represent quantities not only sequentially, but also in the sense
of the part-whole concept (Resnick, 1983).
Various research works provide information on whether and how children use this
potential and which difficulties can arise. In their experiments on the use of the
multi-touch-table (MTT), Ladel and Kortenkamp (2011, 2012, 2014) investigated
how internalization and externalization processes can proceed on this digital
medium. It has been found that the formulation of a task can have an impact on
the use of the child. For example, children tended to assign individual tokens on
tasks such as "Please put x tokens on the table". However, if the children were
additionally encouraged to display the tokens "all at once," many learners changed
their approach by representing quantities quasi-simultaneously with fingers. In
addition, the authors refer to different methods of use:
„Some children first counted their fingers one by one and then put them all
at once on the table. Other children did the opposite, showing fingers all at
once when asked for a certain number, and working one-by-one on the
MTT“ (Ladel and Kortenkamp, 2014, p. 250).

Accordingly, it must always be taken into account that both fingers and digital
media (here: MTT) are representative media. The quasi-simultaneous
representation of quantities at the MTT does not necessarily indicate a cardinal
number concept when a finger set was previously derived sequentially. At the
same time, the sequential representation of quantities on the MTT can not be
automatically characterized as a sequential conception if the finger set was
previously determined quasi-simultaneously. Thus, the existence of multi-touch
in software does not guarantee its adequate use by children. It is also possible to
display objects one at a time via single-touch, which is structurally consistent with
successive single mouse clicks (e.g. Ladel and Kortenkamp, 2014). Previous
research has also shown that children can also have difficulties with handling
touch-enabled software. In the study of Sinclair and Heyd-Metzuyanim (2014),
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some children touched the screen surface while representing quantities on the app
TouchCounts unintentionally with more fingers than wanted. So more counters
appeared on the screen as required. This difficulty can particularly be seen as an
obstacle if the child can not locate faulty touch inputs itself and considers
incompatible representation as belonging to one another. The development of
erroneous numerical representations can be a consequence of this. Some
difficulties with the MTT could be spotted in the studies of Ladel and Kortenkamp
as well. In some cases, the children did not exercise enough pressure with their
fingers to produce tokens, so they often switched to the one-by-one method to
sequentially display tokens with the index finger (Ladel and Kortenkamp, 2014).
Furthermore, in the experiments by Barendregt and colleagues (2012), some
children had motoric difficulties while using the app Fingu for representing
quantities, too (Barendregt et al., 2012).
Overall, it is important to note that the possibilities of multi-touch and the chance
of Direct Manipulation (e.g. Sarama and Clements, 2016) of objects with regard
to virtual-enactive representations are becoming increasingly important (e.g.
Krauthausen, 2012). This is especially evident in the ever-growing range of tablet
apps that allow multi-touch operations. On the theoretical level, multi-touch
seems to be a promising design element that can support the advancement of
children in mathematics. However, the consequences and implications of this
technical innovation for mathematics teaching and learning have not yet been
sufficiently explored. In addition, possible further difficulties and hurdles in the
handling of other soft- and hardware must be identified in order to elaborate
appropriate strategies for dealing with them.
Research questions and the design of the investigation
Research questions
In Section 2, theoretical considerations and empirical findings on the usage of the
multi-touch potential in mathematics teaching and learning were presented.
Beyond the described research findings, little is known about methods of use
while dealing with multi-touch software – especially tablet-apps – for
representing quantities. Appropriately, the following two research questions form
the starting point for the empirical investigation:
 To what extent is the potential of multi-touch technology used by students
for representing quantities?
 What are the particularities in children's representation processes when
using multi-touch-capable software?
The tablet-app ‘Math Tablet’
As an example for multi-touch capable tablet apps, which have not yet been fully
evaluated, the tablet app 'Math Tablet' (Urff, n. y.) was used in the study described.
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Counters can be displayed in two fields, separated by a line, by touch control.
There are as many counters as fingers touching the screen (see Figure 1). The
corresponding numeric symbols for each field are displayed in accordance with
the iconic representation. In addition, the number of all placed counters is also
represented in numerical form.

Figure 1: Multi-touch interactions at the ‘Math Tablet’

Process of the investigation and interview tasks
In order to investigate whether and how children use the multi-touch technology
at the 'Math Tablet' in the course of the representation of quantities, this process
was investigated by means of exemplarily selected quantities in a qualitative
interview. In the present study, quantities consisting of 9 and 15 elements were
used. For both, it seems to be expedient to add multiple counters simultaneously.
For the representation of quantities the children were at first asked to present
counters only in the right one of the two fields. This purpose of this approach is
to investigate whether the dimensions of a field with standard hardware (9.7 x 12
cm for a 4th generation iPad) are sufficiently large to use the multi-touch
technology adequately. In the event that a child represented a number in the first
attempt purely sequentially with only individual counters, the child was asked to
display the corresponding number of counters again, but this time in the left field
"in as few steps as possible". It was also emphasized that they can add multiple
counters, too. In this way the children were explicitly encouraged to use the multitouch technology. At the beginning of the interview, a ten- to fifteen-minute
introduction to working with the app took place, which was not in the form of an
instruction, but a joint preparation. In this phase, the children have discovered that
multiple counters can be added simultaneously. It has also been discussed, among
other things, why it can be helpful to use multi-touch. The interviews were
videotaped from two perspectives. While one camera provides a front view of the
child and the interviewer, the second camera is positioned next to the child and
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directed at the 'Math Tablet'. Thus, both the mimic and gesture as well as the
actions on the tablet could be observed.
Information on the sample and data assessment
A total of 15 children ages 7 to 8 took part in the interview described. The children
have learning difficulties in mathematics, at the beginning of their second school
year and solved simple addition tasks preferably with counting strategies. None
of the examined children knew the 'Math Tablet' before the interview, whereby
the fluency of the functions and usage of the app could and should be trained only
by the introductory phase. Accordingly, the observed methods of use can be
regarded as the first intuitive approaches of the children.
The assessment methods used were qualitative content analysis (Mayring, 2015)
and comparative analysis (Glaser and Strauss, 2005). Based on the data material,
categories were developed for the different methods of students’ use of the
application ‘Math Tablet’. Accordingly, inductive category formation was
undertaken which developed into a structured analysis of the contents as the
assessment process continued.
Results
This section presents selected results of the investigation along the described
research questions.1 Section 4.1 deals with the question of whether the children
used the multi-touch technology when representing quantities. Subsequently, in
Section 4.2 the particularities while using multi-touch are described.
Representation of quantities on the ‘Math Tablet’
Table 1 shows the absolute number of students who used multi-touch or only
single-touch to represent quantities consisting of nine or fifteen elements. The
data show that a total of nine children used only individual counters to represent
a set consisting of nine elements. Six children used the multi-touch potential and
added multiple counters simultaneously. In representing a set consisting of fifteen
elements, there were six children who initially added only individual counters.
Conversely, nine children used the multi-touch technology. Those children who
only added individual counters in the first attempt were encouraged to add several
counters simultaneously, as described in Section 3, in order to represent the
respective amount in as few steps as possible. For this second attempt, the data
show that all children used the multi-touch technology after explicit proposal in
the process of representation. In light of the empirical findings, some children
have already used multi-touch in their first intuitive approaches to represent
quantities. According to explicit proposal, all children used the multi-touch study
described at least once. This finding underlines the special importance of suitable
tasks and impulses.
1

The investigation results shown in this Section are taken from Walter (2017/ in preparation).
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9 counters
Number of students,
Second
First
who ...
attempt
attempt
... only added single
9
0
counters .
... added counters by
6
9
means of multi-touch.

15 counters
Second
First
attempt
attempt
6

0

9

6

Table 1: Usage of multi-touch technology for representing numbers

Detail analysis of the representation processes
In order to learn more about the processes and not only about the question of
whether multi-touch was used, three specific particularities are described below
which have often been observed in children's methods of use.
1. Significance of the fingers as a primary representation medium
The quantity representation on the 'Math Tablet' is done as described by creating
counters with the input of fingers. Accordingly, the children work with two
different media: their fingers and the 'Math Tablet'. A first particularity in the
representation of quantities was that the simultaneous addition of multiple
counters on the 'Math Tablet', which corresponds to a cardinal representation of
quantities, is no guarantee that the representation of quantities with fingers was
previously cardinal, too. As the following part of an interview shows, children can
first display a quantity with their fingers sequentially and then try to touch the
screen with all their fingers at the same time. The scene starts when the child has
shown a set of nine elements in the left field only sequentially and then asked to
represent the quantity in as few steps as possible in the right field.
1

I

Try again!

2

M (stretches nine fingers one by one and counts quietly)
One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine.

3

M (touches her chin with the nine outstretched fingers
one by one and counts quietly again) One, two, three,
four, five, six, seven, eight, nine.

4

M (moves the nine fingers simultaneously to the screen
to place nine counters. Only six fingers touch the
screen.)

None of the children investigated in this study represented a quantity on the
fingers sequentially and then touched the screen with all fingers. Accordingly, it
is essential to emphasize the importance of the fingers as a primary medium of
representation, as the visual representation processes on this medium tend to
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reflect children's thinking rather than the use of the 'Math Tablet'. This thus
represents the secondary medium of representation.
2. (Subjectively) more reliable quantity representation by using single-touch
As explained, some children did not use multi-touch consistently and represented
counters only individually with single-touch. A possible explanation for this may
be that at least some children felt subjectively safer in the addition of individual
counters. The following transcript describes a student's approach during the
presentation of a quantity that consists of nine elements.
1

I Can you (.) put nine counters in the right field? (points

2

to the right part of the ‚Math Tablet’)
Z (adds one single counter) Hmm (deletes the counter
again)

3

Z (stretches out all five fingers of the right hand and four fingers of the left

4

5

hand simultaneously. Then she folds the four fingers of the left hand one
after the other and then stretches three fingers one after the other. Thus, a
total of eight fingers are stretched.)
Z (moves all eight outstretched fingers towards the right
field. Shortly before her fingers touch the screen, she
stops and only extends the index finger of the right
hand.)
Z (places nine counters one by one with the right index
finger in the right field)

After the task was given Zoe begins the
representation process. Because of a
count error, she does not stretch out nine,
but only eight fingers. She moves them
to the tablet to touch the screen with all
her fingers simultaneously. But just
before the fingers touch the tablet, she
deviates from the intended procedure
and represents all counters sequentially
Figure 2: Zoe’s finger positioning
with the index finger. Zoe rejected her
(see turn 4)
planned approach with multi-touch in
favor of sequential representation with
single-touch. One possible reason for this is that she did not have sufficient space
in a single field. Possibly, she herself stated that she could not provide the desired
result with the position of her fingers (see Figure 2), whereupon she switched to
the sequential addition of individual counters, which in her opinion was a more
accessible and safer variant of the representation of the required quantity. Similar
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scenes were also observed during interviews with other children. Some of them
explicitly pointed to the limited place of the app.
3. Difficulties in representing of quantities with multi-touch
In the transcribed scenes so far, it became clear that some children had difficulties
in representing multiple counters by means of multi-touch. It often occured that
children represented more or less counters than originally intended. More counters
were created by the children touching the screen with their stretched fingers as
well as with other fingers or the heel of hand inadvertently. Less counters than
wanted were often represented because the children held two fingers too close
together. In this case, the software generated only one counter for two touch
inputs. Furthermore, several children did not manage to position their hands in
such a way that only the fingertips touch the screen after repeated attempts to add
several counters. As a result, students often produced two incompatible
representations. Some children recognized their mistakes and fixed them
immediately. However, other children saw the incompatible representations as
belonging to one another. Even though they were initially sceptical. They often
tended to rely on the representations produced by the "Math Tablet" rather than
on their own mathematical concepts.
Closing remarks
The multi-touch technology opens up new mathematical-didactical possibilities,
which lead to promising opportunities for the promotion of basic mathematical
competences. The empirical findings described show, on the one hand, that all
children, after a brief introduction, integrated this potential in their methods of
use. On the other hand, it became clear that some children needed specific
stimulus to use the multi-touch potential. To display nine counters nine children
used single-touch, while six children did so for fifteen counters. However, in the
case of the use of multi-touch, it must also be considered that the potential is not
automatically exhausted. It could often be observed that quantities were displayed
by stretching fingers sequentially and then added via multi-touch. Likewise,
difficulties with multi-touch were identified that led children to use less
appropriate approaches. A proper handling of the fingers as a mathematical handson material as well as the awareness of possible technically evoked difficulties is
necessary. Under these conditions, there seem to be opportunities to enrich
mathematics teaching and learning with this potential.
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